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Salutation to
Coast Guard
sea warriors
Reflecting the long-

range Dong Sha Is-

land escort by the un-

wavering Forrest

Gump of Taiwan

Article, photos Lin Ming-der

Lin Ming-der, the Forrest Gump of Taiwan, meets minister Syu Huei-you, the
Coast Guard director, while holding a Forrest Gump of Taiwan snap
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O n November 1 of last year (2003) as I, Ming-der, kicked off the
fifth "adopting Taiwan, a nationwide movement" campaign dis-

embarking from Kinmen County, I disembarked from the Taichung Port
aboard Coast Guard's vessel SS Chin Hsing to call on Wu Chu for an
eco-tour, experiencing the hardship of Coast Guard sea warrior's endur-
ance amid the relentless northeast trade winds and the unforgiving tides
in the Taiwan Strait. Forty years ago I was a naval medical staff, never
getting seasick aboard military vessels, SS PC113 and SS LST201. Yet
perhaps time can be unforgiving, I did become uncomfortable and threw
up on my way back from Wu Chu to the Taichung Port, to which captain
Ju Cheng-tsai of SS Chin Hsing said, "Even I as an experienced captain
making a living at sea feel uncomfortable, it would be amazing if you
did not throw up".  Another commander said, "It gives you a lesson, so
you would refrain from haggling from the fish vendor when you go to
the produce market". There is certainly true of that. Some may manage
to get on a ship once in their lifetime, but people that rely on the sea
would need to endure the rough seas and the vicious weather, and be
ready to make a move when the duty calls; therefore, we need to hail to
our brave sea warriors conducting their missions at sea.

In appreciation of the Coast Guard Administration's support and
assistance, I am able to complete the Wu Chu eco tour, and soon after
returning, I called on the Minister Syu to submit my gratitude; he has
commanded highly of my environmental conservation move, not only
signing my campaign banner to render his support, but also be willing
to assist me to call on the Dong Shan archipelagoes and Nan Sha archi-
pelagoes for continuing my eco-conservation tour. By Coast Guard's ini-
tial plan, which calls for conquering the Nan Sha archipelagoes in May
this year (2005), I have schedule my Yu Shan trip from April 22 to 24 for
scaling Taiwan's highest peak for staging a "Yuan Shan Summit Moun-
tain Cleanup Campaign", yet little than expected, the Coast Guard's Nan
Sha supply shipping schedule has been brought up to April that hap-
pens to collide with the dates of the original Campaign. As a result, my
plans are changed to coordinate with Coast Guard frigate's sovereignty
declaration and fishery escort at the Dong Shan waters, pending final
departure date. Yet in light of the Coast Guard's hectic fishery escort
duties that nearly force the finalized date to be postponed, coupled with
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Founder of the "Adopting Taiwan - a national cam-
paign" Lin Ming-der, aka the Forrest Gump of Taiwan,
(2nd from left) poses for photo with command Lee
Wen-jeh (3rd from left) in front of the monument
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the president's sudden decision to call on the Dong Sha,
the initial travel plan has nearly been put to a halt, and
at least, the Coast Guard has redrafted the Dong Sha
eco tour by extending the press to partake the event,
and the trip has finally disembarked successfully
thanks to a narrowly escaped typhoon.

On September 5, an entourage of 27 including
media reporters, led by Dr. Lon Yung-fang, the direc-
tor of the Coast Guard Secretariat Office, boards the
vessel SS Wei Hsing from the Kaohsiung Port's #11

shadow water dock, boarding the vessel and sailing toward the Dong
Sha Island 240 nautical miles away in the 15-hour journal. With the pre-
vious captain Ao Mun-wei of SS Wei hsing being promoted to command
the southern mobile platoon, first officer Huang Zhow-fong serves as
acting captain, who gathers the visitors at the cafeteria to explain cau-
tions aboard the ship and throughout the navigation. I have been placed
to the VIP room under the bridge, next door to director Lin, and the rest
of the officials and reporters are placed in cabins of different classes. As
the mission vessels differ from passenger cruise ships, we do feel apolo-
getic for taking up the rooms vacated by the occupants, who would now
need to share the cabins with their colleagues in rotation.

At the Kaohsiung Port where ships come in and out frequently, SS
Wei Hsing disembarks from the port after a 40 minute maneuver, re-
flecting an old navy adage that one can get to Penghu by navigating at
303 direction leaving the Shou Shan mountain. Now out destination is
the Dong Sha Island 240 nautical miles away, and the weather has been
a blessing, to which the captain says, "It is rare that we get such a nice
day to set sail". At dinner, I sit facing the captain enjoying the feast and
taking in a few rounds of karaoke, and some who are ill adjusted to
sailing have retired to their cabins until dawn.

Made up of a series of coral reef plates, measured approx. 150km
in length and 30km in width, comprised of three circular reefs spanning
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north-southward, the north flanking circular beach reef, south flanking
circular beach reef and circular Dong Sha reef, the Dong Sha Island is
the only islet standing out at sea, where SS Wei Hsing sails in her territo-
ries at a 16-knot speed. It is simply fantastic how one is able to see the
reefs at the seabed for the crystal clear water. For security concern, the
Coast Guard Administration has not scheduled any water activities; with
low-lying waters around the Dong Sha Island that prevent large ships
from mooring, the ship needs to be anchored first and the passengers
brought to the shore by small boats, where TV reporters' heavy equip-
ment add to a touch of excitement in the transport process. Dong Sha
patrol command headquarter commander, Lee Wen-jeh, greets the visi-
tor at the buoyant dock in person, where the entourage rides in three
vehicles, one of which being a Kaohsiung city bus, to arrive at the brief-
ing room to take in briefings, before a guided tour provided by the
commander, who narrates the history of Guan Gong at the Celestial
Temple, the scenic attractions of the Tamsui equipment room, power
generator, hospital, weather station, airport, fishermen's service station,
lagoons, fruit orchards and the like. What is rear is how commander Lee
has had trees planted and orchard raised on the Dong Sha Island that is
hard pressed for water source, and his natural ecological take in caring
for the environment of the island is something that impresses all. Direc-
tor Lin, commander Lee and I hold the Taiwan Forrest Gump flat pickup
clamps but find no refuse to be picked up, which makes me realize how
Dong Sha Island remains an untainted ecological paradise in being the
only place that I could not manage to find garbage in my fifth cross-
island excursion.

With the eight-hour trip spend on the Dong Sha island, the press
corps find their own subjects to cover, and I believe they would be in the
position to bring to the national audience the true beauty and legacy of
the Dong Sha Island, particularly of the Coast Guard men that station at
this 1.74 square kilometer island for declaring the national sovereignty
that they hold firm to the posts, to which we need to pay them the high-
est tribute.

Given the chance, I would definitely revisit the island gearing for
a longer stay to carry out an eco-tour and exchange with the men sta-
tioning on the island thoughts of environmental conservation.  Allow
me to submit my gratitude for min-ister Syu’s approval, for director Lin,
commander Lee and specialist Syu Lang-shiang among
others' throughout and delicate
planning and arrangement for our
Dong Sha excursion, particularly
of the courtesies extended to me,
which I am eternally grateful.
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Lin Ming-der, the Forrest Gump of Taiwan, poses for photo with director of Coast Guard Admin-
istration secretarial office Lin Yung-fang (left) at the bow of SS Wei Hsing


